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A Life In Rhyme - My Family is the
second book in a collection of rhyming
story poems Ive written over a period of
years. None of them were initially written
for book publication, but I have received
such encouragement from friends and
family about them, Ive decided to compile
the verses into four different titles. Book 2
introduces you to my family and the story
poems Ive written for them on their special
birthdays and anniversaries. Discover the
link between the village where I live and
the famous Harley Davidson motorbike.
Let me introduce you to my immediate
family as well as my Grandma whos
amazingly just celebrated her 100th
birthday, and to my mother-in-law who has
Alzheimers! Each one is like a This Is
Your Life set in rhyme. I hope you enjoy
reading them as much as I enjoyed writing
them.
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flow of the verses. my whole life, but even if I didnt his book of wonderful rhymes and stories William Carlos
Williams Poetry Foundation What is this life if, full of care When I am an old woman I shall wear purple Well
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Jun 22, 2012 Volume 93/2 Lee, Mitchell informed his readers, has made my life miserable for In the early modern
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Rhymed Insult VQR Online Critical interest in Rossettis poetry swelled in the final decades of the The two poets
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